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British Global War Drive
Runs Into Roadblocks
The British Empire’s frantic global
assets in Pakistan to collapse the new
war drive, spurred by the death-throes
government coalition, which had
of its bankrupt world financial sysbeen pursuing an alternative to the
tem, has hit some significant roadmilitary crackdown strategy which
blocks in recent days. Nationalist rewas preprogrammed to blow up the
sistance, combined with the back-up
region. Part and parcel of this confrom the powerful Eurasian bloc of
frontation strategy is the ongoing atRussia, China, and India, and from
tempt to ram through the adoption of
the patriotic section of the U.S. milithe Lisbon Treaty in Europe, which
tary, has set back, for the moment, its
would negate national sovereignty,
imperial schemes to both violate naand establish a British imperial fascist
tional sovereignty, and accelerate the
dictatorship.
process of permanent war now deDespite popular opposition to
stroying Southwest Asia.
Lisbon, and some street organizing
We present three case studies beattempting to mobilize pressure to
low, which demonstrate the pitched
stop it, the best chance for blocking
battle underway. In every one of these
the Lisbon steamroller (at least 13
cases, as in other regions, the war crinations’ parliaments have already
ses are products of British instigation,
ratified it) is the June 12 referendum
not local conditions, and permanent
in Ireland, the only country giving its
solutions cannot be found without decitizens the opportunity to vote on it.
feating the British imperialists at their
If one nation rejects the Treaty, it
Prince Philip’s commitment to eliminating what he goes into the dustbin, where it beglobal end-game.
No one should expect the British has recently again denoted as “too many people”
longs.
is the driving force behind the British Imperial war
imperialists to take no for an answer. drive.
The only way to definitively stop
As reflected in the non-stop propathe British war-drive, however, is to
ganda assault underway against India
defeat their subversion of the United
and China for “causing” the world food crisis by having too
States, and ensure the victory of a Presidency based once
many people, and against Russia for exercising its status as a
again on the principle of Franklin Delano Roosevelt. The
world power, the globalist ideologues are on a confrontation
achievement of such a Presidency would be the death knell
course with the powers of Eurasia. They are playing the Britfor the Lisbon Treaty, as well as for the permanent war proish-created Tibet card against China, and have activated their
cess now being stymied, but not stopped.
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